Significant infrastructure and maintenance impacts

Regulations continue to disrupt the average U.S. company's infrastructure and maintenance budgets by an estimated 6.4 percent of payroll costs. The increase in replacement and monitoring, as well as regulatory compliance, is straining budgets and workforce capabilities.
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Results:

Food Retail – Sprouts

Sustainability goals drove Sprouts toward an all-natural, CO\textsubscript{2} refrigerator strategy in their new Atlanta location. But with CO\textsubscript{2} refrigeration prone to declining efficiencies in warmer climates, they needed an innovative solution which utilizes it.

Solution:

Copeland™ Transcritical CO\textsubscript{2} compressors and Copeland Scroll™ ZO compressors

ProAct site manager and PSC services

ProAct alarm management and food quality services

ProAct reporting, services and insights

Commissioning services
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Dixell parametric, system and facility controls

Cooper-Atkins temperature monitoring and management

Copeland efficient compressors and refrigeration systems

REFCON vessel and terminal monitoring
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